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“Needed: A Theory of Total Factor Productivity” 
 

Edward C. Prescott (1998) 
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1. Introduction 

•  Total Factor Productivity (TFP) has become the choice 
measure of productivity 

•  TFP is often referred to as the Solow residual, and it is 
generally just that, namely a residual 

•  TFP is rather opaque as to the nature of the phenomena that it 
pertains to measure 

•  It is difficult to reconcile TFP with various models of factor 
augmenting technological change 

•  Is technological change neutral or is it biased? 
•  If it is neutral, is it neutral in the sense of Hicks, Harrod, or 

Solow? 
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1. Introduction, continued 

•  Do increases in productivity, as captured by TFP, necessarily 
imply increases in real wages? 

•  What about the real return on capital, must it necessarily 
increase too? 

•  The purpose of this paper is to sort out some of these 
questions… 

•  … and to show how TFP can be decomposed into the 
contribution of labor and the contribution of capital 

•  As an illustration, some estimates for the United States are 
reported 
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2. Index Number Approach  

•  Total factor productivity can be defined as the part of output 
growth that cannot be explained by input growth 

•  Notation: 
–  yt  , pt   quantity and price of output 
–  xK,t  , wK,t  quantity and price of capital services 
–  xL,t  , wL,t  quantity and price of labor services 
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2. Index Number Approach, continued 
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A state-of-the art measure of TFP is given by the following index: 
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2. Index Number Approach, continued 

•  Using the data of Kohli (2010) for the United States, one finds 
that TFP has averaged about 1.09% per year over the period 
1970 – 2001 

•  While this is useful information, it tells us nothing about the 
nature of technological change, and whether it benefited 
capital or labor, or both 
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3. Production function approach 

•  TFP can also be defined with reference to a production 
function 

•  This actually leads to for four interpretations of TFP 
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3. Production function approach, continued 
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3. Production function approach, continued 

 3 

 
 
 
 
 
Let µt ! " ln yt "t  be the instantaneous rate of technological change; 
we then have: 
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Following Diewert and Morrison (1986), we define the 
following index of TFP: 
 

(10) Tt,t!1 "
f (xK ,t!1, xL,t!1, t)
f (xK ,t!1, xL,t!1, t !1)

f (xK ,t, xL,t, t)
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        (interpretation 1) 
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3. Production function approach, continued	  

 4 

 
 
 
 
 
Assume that the production function has the Translog form: 
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The inverse input demand functions: 
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3. Production function approach, continued 
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3. Production function approach, continued 
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3. Production function approach, continued 

•  TFP can thus be interpreted in four different ways:  
•  (1) it is the change in output made possible by the passage of 

time, holding input quantities constant 
•  (2) it is the average of the instantaneous rates of technological 

change of times t-1 and t 
•  (3) it is the average rate of technological change between times 

t-1 and t 
•  (4) it is the part of output growth that cannot be explained by 

input growth 
•  In the Translog case, all four interpretations are equivalent 
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3. Production function approach, continued 

•  Estimates of the Translog production function from Kohli 
(2010) are reported in Table 1, column 1 

•  TFP computed according to (15) – or equivalently (16), (17), 
or (20) – averaged 1.02% over the period 1970-2001 
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4. Impact of TFP on factor rental prices 

•  With the index number approach, one does not need 
econometric estimates of the parameters of the production 
function to measure TFP; that makes it very attractive 

•  On the other hand, this approach tells us nothing about the 
nature of technological change, or about its impact on income 
shares or on the two factor rental prices 

•  The econometric approach is more revealing in this respect 
•  The sign of φKT is essential in determining the impact of the 

passage of time on factor shares 
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4. Impact of TFP on factor rental prices, continued 

•  If φKT > 0, as it turns out in the U.S. case, one can say that 
technological is pro-capital and anti-labor biased, in the sense 
that it increases the share of capital over time and reduces the 
share of labor 

•  Capital is thus favored at the expense of labor 
•  What about factor rental prices, though? 
•  Clearly, if technological change leads to an increase in output, 

for given factor endowments, and to an increase in the share of 
capital, it must increase the real return to capital 

•  But what about labor? 
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4. Impact of TFP on factor rental prices, continued	  
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4. Impact of TFP on factor rental prices, continued	  
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4. Impact of TFP on factor rental prices, continued	  

•  As long as the technology is progressing, the first 
term on the right hand side is positive  

•  If φKT is positive, technological change is anti-labor 
biased 

•  It might even be that φKT/sL,t > µt, in which case 
technological change would be ultra anti-labor 
biased: technological change would then lead to an 
actual fall in the wage rate… 

•  … even though technological progress would 
unambiguously increase average labor productivity  
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4. Impact of TFP on factor rental prices, continued 

•  As it turns out for the U.S. case, φKT/sL,t < µt; technological 
case is thus anti-labor biased, but not ultra anti-labor biased 

•  Nonetheless, the rate of increase in real wages is less than the 
rate of growth of TFP and of average labor productivity  

•  Over the entire sample period, real wages increased by about 
46%, with 27% explained by technological change, the rest 
being explained by capital deepening  

•  Although the econometric approach yields much richer results 
than the index number approach, the fact remains that it still 
does not teach us much about the nature of the technological 
change process, or as to why technological change is anti-labor 
biased 
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5. Disembodied factor augmenting technological change 
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5. Disembodied factor augmenting technological change, continued 
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5. Disembodied factor augmenting technological change, continued	  
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5. Disembodied factor augmenting technological change, continued	  
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5. Disembodied factor augmenting technological change, continued	  
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5. Disembodied factor augmenting technological change, continued	  

•  Estimates of (31), based on Kohli (2010), are shown in Table 1 
•  Technological change in the United States comes close to 

being Harrod neutral 
•  TFP, computed on the basis of (36) – or equivalently (37), 

(38), or (41) – averaged 1.02% per year between 1970 and 
2001 
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6. The decomposition of TFP between labor and capital 
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6. The decomposition of TFP between labor and capital, continued 
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7. Factor augmenting technological change and TP flexibility 
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7. Factor augmenting technological change and TP flexibility, continued 
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7. Factor augmenting technological change and TP flexibility, continued 
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7. Factor augmenting technological change and TP flexibility, continued 
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7. Factor augmenting technological change and TP flexibility, continued 
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7. Factor augmenting technological change and TP flexibility, continued 
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7. Factor augmenting technological change and TP flexibility, continued 
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8. A parsimonious and yet flexible model 
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8. A parsimonious and yet flexible model, continued	  
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8. A parsimonious and yet flexible model, continued	  
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9. The impact of technological change on factor rental prices reexamined, continued	  

•  We can now explain why technological change is anti-labor 
biased in the case of the United States  

•  As shown by (22), technological progress must increase the 
real return of at least one factor, but not necessarily of both 

•  Take the extreme case of Harrod-neutral technological 
progress, which is a reasonable approximation for the United 
States; in that case, technological progress leads to an increase 
in the endowment of labor measured in efficiency units 

•  Output necessarily increases, and so does output per unit of 
labor (average labor productivity) 

•  The return to capital must increase as well since in the two-
input case, the two inputs are necessarily Hicksian 
complements for each other 
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9. The impact of technological change on factor rental prices reexamined, continued	  

•  The return to labor per efficiency unit must necessarily 
decrease because of diminishing marginal returns; by how 
much depends on the size of the elasticity of complementarity 

•  If capital and labor are strong Hicksian complements, the 
return to labor per efficiency unit will fall by a large amount, 
so that the return to labor per observed unit may decline, even 
though each unit of labor has become more efficient!  
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9. The impact of technological change on factor rental prices reexamined, continued 
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9. The impact of technological change on factor rental prices reexamined, continued	  
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9. The impact of technological change on factor rental prices reexamined, continued	  
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9. The impact of technological change on factor rental prices reexamined, continued	  

•  Looking at the results for the United States, it is clear that 
technological progress leads to an increase in the return to 
capital since all three right-hand-side terms in (80) are positive 

•  For labor the first two terms of (82) are positive, although they 
are close to zero given that technological change turns out to 
be almost Harrod-neutral and that λ is numerically small; the 
third term is positive as long as ψKL < 1/sK, which indeed turns 
out to be the case 

•  So we can conclude that technological progress also increases 
the return to labor in the U.S. case; note, however, that because 
the share of labor declines, the increase in real wages is less 
that the increase in average labor productivity, or of TFP for 
that matter 
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9. The impact of technological change on factor rental prices reexamined, continued	  

•  Technological change in the United States is anti-labor biased 
because it is mostly labor augmenting, and because the 
Hicksian elasticity of complementarity between capital and 
labor is greater than one; these two findings together explain 
why technological change has a negative impact on the share 
of labor 

•  This could not have been inferred from the mere finding that  
φKT is positive: technological change would also be anti-labor 
biased if it were Solow neutral and if the elasticity of 
complementarity were less than one 
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10. Generalization to an arbitrary number of inputs 
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10. Generalization to an arbitrary number of inputs, continued	  
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10. Generalization to an arbitrary number of inputs, continued	  
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11. Conclusions 

•  In this paper we attempted to explain TFP in terms of 
disembodied, factor augmenting technological change 

•  This led us to come up with five different interpretations of 
TFP:   
–  (1) it is the part of output growth that cannot be explained by input 

growth 
–  (2) it is the change in output made possible by the passage of time, 

holding input quantities constant 
–  (3) it is the average of the instantaneous rates of technological change of 

times t-1 and t 
–  (4) it is the average rate of technological change between times t-1 and t  
–  (5) it is a moving geometric mean of the rates of factor efficiency 

augmentation 

•  In the Translog case, all five interpretations are equivalent  
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11. Conclusions, continued 

•  We have shown that in the case of a TP-flexible Translog 
production function TFP can always be interpreted as the 
outcome of disembodied, factor augmenting technological 
change   

•  Indeed, we have proposed a convenient way to derive the 
factor-augmenting rates of technological change from the 
estimates of such a Translog production function 

•  We have found that technological change is almost Harrod-
neutral in the case of the United States, so that TFP is 
overwhelmingly explained by labor   
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11. Conclusions, continued 

•  Furthermore, technological change is anti-labor biased, in the 
sense that it tends to decrease the income share of labor; this is 
due to the relatively large Hicksian elasticity of 
complementarity between capital and labor   

•  Nonetheless, technological change has a positive effect on the 
return of both capital and labor, although the benefit to labor is 
less than what TFP or average labor productivity would 
suggest 
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Thank you for your attention! 
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Growth factors 1970-2001 
 
Quantity of capital services:	 XK 2.25706   
Quantity	of	labor	services:	 XL 1.70513   
Price	of	output:	 P 3.76623 
Quantity	of	output:	 Y 2.52563 
Price	of	labor	services:	 WL 5.50201 
Total	factor	productivity:	 T 1.37071 
Capital component of TFP: TK  1.01850 
Labor component of TFP: TL   1.34581 
Capital efficiency: ΓK 1.06789 
Labor efficiency: ΓL 1.50832 
Labor	share:	 SL 0.98628 
 
Output per unit of labor: 𝐴 ≡ 𝑌/𝑋! 1.48119 
Real wage rate: 𝑀 ≡𝑊!/𝑃            1.46088 
Relative capital intensity: 𝑋 ≡ 𝑋!/𝑋! 1.32369 
Relative efficiency factor: Γ ≡ Γ!/Γ! 0.70800 
Capital intensity in efficiency terms: 𝐾 ≡ 𝑋 ∙ Γ 0.93718 
 
Approximate mean levels: 
 
Share	of	capital:	 sK 0.28 
Inverse price elasticity: εLK 0.49 
 

* * * 
 
 
Decomposition of productivity growth 1970-2001: 
 
Average labor productivity  𝑨 = 𝑻𝑲 ∙ 𝑻𝑳 ∙ 𝑿𝒔𝑲  = 1.48119 
Capital productivity effect (4.67%)           𝑇! = 1.01850 
Labor productivity effect (75.60%)           𝑇! = 1.34581 
Capital deepening effect (19.73%) 𝑋!! ≅ 1.323690.28 ≅ 1.08060 
 
Marginal labor productivity 𝑴 = 𝑿𝜺𝑳𝑲 ∙ 𝚪𝜺𝑳𝑲 ∙ 𝚪𝑳 = 1.46088 
Capital deepening effect (36.43%) 𝑋!!" ≅ 1.323690.49 ≅ 1.14809 
Relative efficiency effect (-44.86%) Γ!!" ≅ 0.708000.49 ≅ 0.84362 
Factor augmentation effect (108.43%) ΓL = 1.50832 
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